Digital chest radiographs are often too bright and/or lack contrast when viewed on a video display. This often occurs in radiographs taken of patients with dense lungs, of when incorrect x-ray exposure techniques or inappropriate image preprocessing operations are performed (eg, by the computed radiography system or laser scannerl. This article describes a method to automatically provide brightness and contrast adjustments to selectively enhance either soft or dense tissues. This method reduces viewer interaction and improves displayed image quality. The algorithm analyzes the gray-level histogram of a chest radiograph and determines the breakpoints that separate the region outside the patient (background), the radiographically soft tissues, and the radiographically dense tissues. From these breakpoints, a series of piecewise linear Iook-up tables (LUTs) is generated to selectively enhance either the soft tissues or the dense tissues. This is performed by: (1) varying the contrast in the patient background to achieve the desired overall brightness, (2} selectively increasing the contrast of the tissue region of interest, and (3) 
I
N A PICTURE archiving and communication system (PACS) ~-s chest radiographs are acquired, archived to long-term storage, and routed to a high-resolution display workstation, all in digital form. At the display workstation, the radiologist reviews the image on a vŸ display monitor. Chest images displayed on the monitors are often too bright or lack sufficient contrast. This can be due to many factors: the exposure technique may not sufficiently penetrate the different tissues (especially pediatric patients from the neonatal intensive care unit with underdeveloped lungs); the brightness and contrast improvements performed by the image acquisition device may not be optimal (ie, they may be designed for some "standard" chest image and may not truly apply to a specific image); or the image acquisition devices may drift out of calibration and produce very bright or poor contrast images.
Presently, radiologists have a limited number of options when faced with a video image that is too bright and/or lacks contrast. These options include direct image interaction through analog brightness and contrast knobs or interactive digital level and window operations. When the viewer adjusts the brightness and contrast knobs, the adjustments must be made for each image. This creates nonstandard viewing conditions and requires frequent viewer interaction. Interactive digital level and window adjustments may be used, but this requires even greater viewer interaction. Several automatic preprocessing methods have been proposed to improve the displayed contrast of digital images. 9 These methods include histogram equalization, unsharp masking, and variations of the two. Histogram equalization ~o can be applied to digital chest images automatically to enhance areas of low contrast, but it may enhance the background at the expense of the areas of interest. Adaptive histogram equalization (AHE) H enhances areas of interest by using histogram equalization that is locally adaptive. Extensions to the basic AHE method have included limits on the enhancement (contrast-limited AHE) ~2 and the suppression of artifacts by the calculation and subtraction of a background (artifact-suppressed AME). 13 
METHODS AND MATERIALS

Obtaining the Image Histogram
Digital chest radiographs in our PACS are acquired and sent to a central file server and archive (known as a cluster controller), where the image is subsampled to generate a gray level histogram. Figure 1 shows a typical digital pediatric chest image and Fig 2 shows the corresponding histogram of this image. Figure 2 shows the "noisy" nature of the histogram. This makes the determination of significant breakpoints (ie, the boundaries between pixel populations) difficult. The histogram is smoothed using a local average to aid in the location of these breakpoints.
ldentification of Breakpoints
Examination of the smoothed histograms shows a distinct pattern that is observed in most chest images. This leads to the hypothesis that the histogram of a ~pical chest has three distinct regions that include (Fig 3) (1 This must be done within the limits of the gray levels available for display and within the useful range of gray levels. The display monitors used in our PACS can display 256 gray levels (8 bits). The LUT creation step must take these factors into account as gray levels are reallocated.
In this analysis, there are three regions and each region is assigned a gain to create the LUT. Therefore, we use the following definitions:
Ah, gain applied to the background region As, gain applied to the radiographically soft tissue region Ad, gain applied to the radiographically dense tissue region In the next section, we discuss how each of the gains are determined.
Enhancing the Radiographically Dense Tissue Region
To enhance the dense region, the dense tissue region should have its contrast increased and the overall brightness of the image should be decreased. To accomplish this, a three-step process is performed. First, a gain of greater than one is specified for the dense region to increase contrast. Next, the gain of the soft tissue region is maintained at one, ir possible, because this region usually has good contrast (and no enhancement may be necessary). Finally, the background region has a gain of less than one to reduce its contrast. This reduces the overall brightness of the image. This three-step process is repeated for all of the desired dense gain values.
For chest images, the values of the dense region gain are assigned values from 1.2 to 2.2. These values were empirically determined to give a good range of contrast enhancements. Gains higher than 2.2 often provided too much contrast and were not found to be useful. The number of output gray levels that the dense region will occupy is found by multiplying the specified gain (Ab) by the input dense region range of gray levels (E = D): In this way, the gain for each region can be determined after specifying the dense tissue region gain. As the dense tissue gain is increased, the contrast of this region is increased. As the background region contrast is reduced, this darkens the entire image. This is shown in the example LUT in Fig 5 and 
Enhancing the Radiographically Soft Tissue Region
To enhance the soft tissue region, a similar set of steps are undertaken. The gain of the soft tissue is specified to be greater than one (soft gain values of 1.2 and 1.4 are used in this report because gains higher than this have not been shown to be useful from our preliminary clinical assessments). The range of gray IeveIs that the soft tissue region will occupy can be calculated as above. This will result in the reduction of contrast for the dense tissue region. In the case of very soft tissues (those with very low gray levels) this increase in contrast may still not make them appear with sufficient brightness. For this reason, the background region--usually a region that occupies a limited number of gray levels--also has its contrast increased to brighten the image. Thus, the gain specified for the soft tissue region witl also be applied to the background region in this case. The following equations are used to find the appropriate gain for the dense region: Increasing the contrast between tissues by using the LUTs may lead to an enhancement of the image noise as well. As the contrast between gray levr due to different tissue densities increases, the contrast betwcen gray levels that are different due to noise is enhanced as well. For the phantom image (obtained with very Iow x-ray exposure), these noise effects can be made visible. Howcver, this problem does not appear to be significant for the clinical radiographs at the levels of enhancement discussed in this report. Still. further investigation on the effects of noise are warranted. Presently, the upper limit on the individual gains is determined by the number of gray levels availablc for allocation. not by the amount of noise present.
Implementation in a PACS
Finally, this method does assume a cer(ain shape of the histogram and that the breakpoints found do approximate the true gray level breakpoints bctwcen the anatomic regions. Thus, when the lung region is very dense and/or underpenetrated and the region appears bright, pixels from the iung region may be included in the radiographically dense region instead of the soft tissue region. This effect can be seen in Figs  9B and 9C where the denser parts of the left lung region are included in the radiographically dense region. However, even ir the breakpoints ate not exactly correct, the LUTs created still give a great deal of flexibility in viewing the image. Even ir the densest part of the lung is considered to be radiographically dense tissue, the contrast of that brighter lung rcgion will be enhanced with the dense LUTs instead of with the soft LUTs. Therefore, even when the breakpoints are notas accurate as we would like, the overall objective--enhancement of the various tissues--can still be accomplished.
CONCLUSION
The method described in this report has the ability to enhance both soft tissues and dense tissues at the option of the viewer. Each region is enhanced separately. The purpose of this method is to allow the viewer to enhance either the dense tissues or the soft tissues, but not both simultaneously. The viewer can step between dense and soft tissue enhancement ir both are desired. Also, the original may be accessed at any time for a direct comparison.
The option of having several piecewise linear LUTs for CR chest images has received a favorable response. Our clinicians have observed CR images that are too bright and/or lack contrast. An approach to make a single correction 19 was tried, but that approach was not flexible enough for a wide variety of patients and radiologists. This new technique includes a series of LUTs to provide some flexibility. The user interface makes it extremely easy and fast to change LUTs until the desired one is found. The only drawback observed so far is that when radiographically soft tissues are enhanced, it is at the expense of decreased contrast and increased brightness of the denser tissues; and when radiographically dense tissues are enhanced, it is at the expense of decreased contrast and decreased brightness of the softer tissues.
Future work in this area may be to assess the ability of the method to standardize the display of different images of the same region having different exposure techniques. Though CR images use some processing at the time of acquisition to compensate for exposure, this is sometimes not adequate and the result is the bright and/or low contrast images. This method could possibly be used to postprocess the image to a standard display. Other work may also quantify the radiologist's response to the effectiveness (and convenience) of the LUTs in aiding diagnosis.
